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ABSTRACT 
Some results on scalar variable Laplace transforms are generalized to the matrix- 
variate case. Then a matrix-variate function is defined, which can be interpreted as a 
matrix-variate analogue of the univariate Whittaker function. Several properties of this 
function, which generalize the corresponding properties of univariate Whittaker 
function, are established. An application of this function to statistical distribution 
theory is also given. 0 Ekievier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When generalizing a function of a scalar variable to the multivariable case, 
there is no unique function which can be called the multivariable analogue 
unless we restrict the class of multivariable functions in some way to achieve 
uniqueness. Special functions of scalar variables are generalized to multivari- 
able cases in different directions. Some special functions of vector variables, 
which enjoy properties analogous to the ones in the scalar variable case, can 
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be found, for example, in Buschman and Gupta (1975) Exton (1976) and 
Srivastava and Karlsson (1985). Some functions of matrix arguments which 
can be considered as matrix-variate analogues of some special functions can 
be found, for example, in Mathai (1993a). Special functions of matrix argu- 
ment are widely used in different topics in statistical analysis. Some details 
about the historical developments of the theory and applications may be seen 
from James (1976). Hypergeometric functions of matrix argument are fre- 
quently used in multivariate statistical analysis, especially in statistical distri- 
bution theory; see for example Muirhead (1982). These are further general- 
ized to very general classes called spherically symmetric and elliptically 
contoured distributions in vector and matrix variables; see for example Fang 
and Anderson (1990) and Zhang and Fang (1990). A nice exposition of these 
topics is available in Fang and Anderson (1990). 
The Whittaker function of a scalar variable appears in a wide variety of 
problems in different disciplines. It arises in Equations (6.6) (6.9) (6.15) 
(6.16) (6.18) of Tung’s (1983) p a p er on the study of fluid flow. It also arises 
in the study of wave function with Coulomb interaction present and in the 
study of the solution of certain difference-differential equations; see Maximon 
(1992). The Whittaker function arises in the analytic representation of 
off-shell Coulomb wave functions and scattering operators; see Bera et al. 
(1992). 
Some properties connected with the Laplace transform of some matrix- 
variate functions and properties of a matrix-variate function which can be 
considered as a matrix-variate Whittaker function are the topics of discussion 
in this paper. 
We will use the following notation. All the matrices appearing in this 
paper are p X p real symmetric positive definite unless stated otherwise. X’ 
denotes the transpose of X, and X > 0 means that X is positive definite. Let 
X = X’ = (xjk). Then the wedge product of the differentials will be denoted 
bydX= Ajakdxjk.Let Aand B befreeof X.Then 
/ A<X<B 
f(X)dX= JABfWdX 
denotes the integral over X of the scalar function f(X) of the matrix variable 
XsuchthatA=A’>O,B=B’>O,X=X’>O,X-A>O,B-X>O. 
Also, [(*)I will denote the determinant of (*), and tr(*> the trace of (*). We 
need two results on Jacobians of matrix transformations, which will be given 
here: 
Y =AXA’ * dY = IAIr+rdX, (1.1) 
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ignoring the sign, where X = X’, and A is a nonsingular constant matrix, that 
is, free of X; and 
y =x--l a dX = lyl-(p+‘) dy (1.2) 
ignoring the sign, where X = X’ and nonsingular. The real matrix-variate 
gamma, denoted by rp(~), is defined as follows: 
rpw = pP’pl’/“Iyo)r( a - ;) . . . r( a - q; (1.3) 
it also has the following integral representation: 
r,(a) = JX_X,,UIXla-‘P+1”2e-“XdX, Re cx > 9, (1.4) 
where Re(*) denotes the real part of (*>. Note that if X and Y are two p X p 
symmetric matrices, then 
tr XY = i xjj yjj + 2 C xjk yjk. 
j=l j>k 
Thus if a p X p matrix T is defined as T = (qkt_$) with tjk = tkj> rjk = i, 
j z k, qjj = 1 for all j and k, and if X is any p X p symmetric matrix, then 
tr TX = c tjk xjk. 
j>k 
(l-5) 
If such a T is taken, then 
&[f( X)] = / eptrTXf( X) dX 
X=X’>0 (l-6) 
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represents a multivariable Laplace transform or the Laplace transform of the 
scalar function f(X) of the matrix variable X, whenever L*(f) exists. Even 
though the variable in Lr(f) is T, f or convenience we ~$1 denote it by 
L*(f). We will need two differential operators D and D which will be 
defined as follows: 
where a/axjk means the partial derivative with respect to the scalar variable 
x$. This is multiplied by 7)j&., the matrix of such partial derivatives is formed, 
and its determinant is taken and then multiplied by (- l)P. Thus D and D 
are determinants in the operator sense. Note that for any two real symmetric 
matrices X and Y, 
Cxe- trTX = ITle-trTX, ~xe-trXY = lyle-t’XY, 
w9 
4-e -trTX = Ixle-trTX, 
where T is the type of matrix defined in (1.6) and D, = ( - l)Pl d/dtjkI. It is 
well known that for any three matrices A, B, C 
tr( ABC) = tr( BCA) = tr(CAB) = tr[ A’( BC)‘] 
whenever the products are defined, and when these are symmetric, 
tr( ABC) = tr( ACB). 
We will make use of these properties later on. 
When dealing with integrals over real symmetric positive definite matrices 
it is important to note that positive definite, positive semidefinite, negative 
definite, and negative semidefinite (denoted by A > 0, A > 0, A < 0, 
A Q 0) do not exhaust all possible A. Hence one can easily note that 
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for p > 1. As an example note that 
jAEdX = IA<X<Edx = jo<r<E-ndy 
= 1~ _ AI(p+1)/2 
/ 
dz 
o<z<z 
by changing Z = (B - A)-“2Y(B - A)-“’ a dY = IB - AI (P+ l)/2 dz. 
But 
/ 
dz= rp(qrp(q 
o<z<z rp< P + 1) 
by evaluating it using a type-l beta integral; see for example Mathai (1993a). 
Thus 
/ 
‘dX = IBI(p+1)/2 j dz 
0 O<Z<I 
and 
But 
/ 
AdX = )AI(p+1)'2 j dZ. 
0 O<Z<I 
(B _ AI(P+1)/2 _# IBI(P+1)/2 _ 14(P+1)/2 for p > 1. 
In the scalar variable case one can obtain incomplete gamma functions from 
the relation 
/ 
x”-‘em* dr = r(a) - l>,xamle-’ dx, Re cy > 0. 
O<z<a 
But in the matrix-variate case, for p > 1, 
/ o<X<AIXla-(P’1)‘2e-‘rXdX # r,(o) - jX>AIXl~-‘ptl”2e-trXdX. 
Thus one has to work out the two integrals separately to get analogues of 
incomplete gamma functions. We will deal with such cases in Section 3. 
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2. SOME RESULTS ON THE MATRIX-VARIATE LAPLACE 
TRANSFORM 
All the integrals appearing in this se:tion are assumed to exist. Whenever 
we operate with the operators D and D of (1.7), differentiability is assumed. 
Other relevant conditions will be stated with each result. The symmetric 
square root of a p X p symmetric positive definite matrix X will be denoted 
by X1/‘. The Laplace transform of f(X) with respect to the parameter 
matrix T defined in (1.5) will be denoted by Lr(f). 
THEOREM 2.1. For A = A’ > 0, B = B’ > 0, X = X’ > 0, X - 
A-‘/2BA-l/2 > 0, 
LT[f( A”2XA”2 - B)] = IAI-‘P+1”2LA-,,2TA-~,z(f( X)) 
x eq{ -tr( B1/2A-1/2TA-1’2B1’2)). 
Proof. For X - A-r’2BA-1/2 > 0, let 
L = L&( A1’2XA1’2 - B)] 
= 
/ 
e 
X>A-‘/2&-‘/2 
-trTXf( A’/2_J3’/2 _ B) dx. 
Put Y = X - A-1’2BA-1/2 * dY = dX and X = Y + A-‘/2BA-‘/2_ Then 
X e --tr “f( A+‘A’/2) dye 
Put U = A1/2YA’/2 * dU = )AI(p+1)‘2 dY. Then 
X 
/ 
e-t~(A-“2TA-“2)UJ( u) &,. 
u>o 
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But 
tr(TA-l/z&-l/z) = tr( Bl/zA-l/zTA-l/2gl/2). 
Hence the result. 
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THEOREM 2.2. 
where D, is the operator defined in (1.8) and 0; denotes that the operation 
is repeated n times, n = 0, 1, . . . . 
Proof. Note that 
Now the result follows from the definition itself. ??
THEOREM 2.3. Let /$2 T denote the repeated integral over U = U’ > 0, 
T=T’>O,U-T>Orepeatedntimes.Then 
j;;$,[f(X)] dU = [rp( ~)]“~,[,X~-“‘p+1”2~(X)]. 
Proof. By definition 
ju,T~J_fWI dU = /u,r[/x=x,>oe-f’ox~(X)dX] dU. 
Put U - T = W * dU = dW. Then the right side becomes 
right side = e -trWX dW eetrTXf( X) dX 1 
by integrating out W using (1.4) for (Y = (p + O/2. Now the repeated 
application of the above steps establishes the result. ??
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THEOREM 2.4. 
‘pil)~Pf(U)dU) = Irl-(p+1)‘2~>TLv[f(U)] dV. 
Proof. Consider the left side: 
left side = 
/ 
e - tr TX 
[I 0<r:<Y( 
p+l)‘zf(U) dU . x>o 1 
Since the integral is over X = X’ > 0, U = U’ > 0, X - U > 0, we may also 
write the integral as lx, u ju > 0 and then we have 
left side = 
/ / e 
~trTXIUI~(P+1)‘2f(U) dUdX. 
x>u Li>O 
put y = T1/2XT1/2 + dX = ITI-(P+1)/2 dy and X = (J + y = T1/‘UT112. 
Write V = up1/2yu-1/2 d dy = Iul(P+1)/2 dv and y = T1/2UT1/2 j 
V = U-1/2T1/2UT1/2U-1/2 = C, say. But C = BB’, B = U-1/2T1/2U’/2s 
The eigenvalues of B are the eigenvalues of T112. Since the matrices 
involved are all symmetric positive definite, the eigenvalues of C are the 
eigenvalues of T. Hence V - C symmetric positive definite implies that 
V - T is symmetric positive definite and then V > T. This establishes the 
result. W 
THEOREM 2.5, 
(P+1)‘2f(U)dU 1 = ~T~-(p+“‘2ju<Z<~I,,[f(U)] dz. 
Proof. Note that since X = X’ > 0, U = U’ > 0, U - X > 0, we have 
L>O L>X = L<” /,:>o* 
Now the steps are parallel to the proof in Theorem 2.4. ??
By repeating the steps one can obtain formulae corresponding to the ones 
in Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 for repeated integrals. 
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THEOREM 2.6. For A = A’ > 0 and belonging to the type of mutrix T of 
(1.51, 
LT[e-t’AXf(X)] = LT+A[f(X)l. 
This result follows from the definition. Note that Theorems 2.1-2.6 
generalize to the matrix-variate case the formulae (41, (61, (7), (9), (191, and 
(5) respectively in Section 4.1 of Erdblyi et al. (1954). 
THEOREM 2.7. For X=X’>O, B=B’>O, B-X>O, and Re 
V> -1, 
L,(IB -Xl’) = 
Xl Fl 
P+l 
-.v+p+1; 
2 ’ 
_B’/2TB’/2 
where 1 F, is a confluent hypergeometric function of matrix argument. 
Proof. We have 
left side = / 1 B - XlveptrTX dX O<X<B 
‘BIYjo<X<s 
11 _ B-1/2XB-1/21ve-trrxdX 
IBI v+(p+lW / II - YI 
~e-tfl(B”2TB”2)Y] dy 
O<Y<I 
by putting Y = B- 1/2XB-1/2 j dy = IBI- (p+1)‘2 dX. But the integral on 
the right can be evaluated by using standard results [see for example Mathai 
(1993a, p. 175) or Muirhead (1982, Theorem 7.4.211 in terms of a ,F,, which 
establishes the result. ??
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By using the same result in Mathai (1993a) or by other means one can 
evaluate the incomplete gamma integral as follows: 
THEOREM 2.8. ForRe (~>(p-1)/2, 
/ 
o<x<alxl~-(P+l)/ze-trXdx 
= lA[” ;-A. 
i 
Note that Theorems 2.7-2.8 generalize to the matrix-variate case the 
incomplete gamma integral formulae (6) and (3) in Section 4.3 of Erdelyi et 
al. (1954). 
3. WHITTAKER FUNCTION OF MATRIX ARGUMENT 
In Theorem 2.8 we looked into the evaluation of the incomplete gamma 
integralintheregionX=X’>O,A=A’>O,A-X>O.Butifwetryto 
evaluate it in the region X - A > 0 the problem becomes complicated. We 
will show that this goes into an integral corresponding to an integral represen- 
tation of a Whittaker function in the scalar case. Motivated by this fact, we 
will define a Whittaker function of matrix argument and then study some of 
its properties. Note that 
/ 
X>AIX~~-_(P+~)/2e-tr”dx = e-trAjy>;y + AIa-(P+1)/2e-tIYdy 
= IAl ae-trA / 
.>,I1 + ZldP+1)/2e-trAZdZ 
by making the transformations Y = X - A, Z = A-1’2YA-1/2. We will 
define a function M(cu, p; A) as follows: 
M( a, p; A) = jx=x,>nlXIa-‘P’1”21Z + XIB-(p+‘)‘2e-t’AXdX (3.1) 
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for A = A’ > 0, Re cy > (p - 1)/2, and no restrictions on fl. Then we may 
observe the following from the definition: 
A 
1 
= I Al-“I’,( LX), Re o > F, (3.2) 
/ 
Ixl”e-t’Txdx = IBIY+(p+1)/2e-trBT 
X>B 
XM 
P+l 
-,V+ 
P+l 
2 
-; B1’2T131’2 
2 
/ 
Ix + AIYe-trTXdx = IAI~+(P+~)/~M $_!., y + $.-ii A’/2TA’/2 
x>o 
But for p = 1, that is, in the scalar variable case, the function M(*, - ; * ) is 
associated with a Whittaker function. Hence we define a Whittaker function 
in terms of M(*, * ; * > as follows. 
3.1. Whittaker Function W.;<*> 
This will be defined by the relation 
M( p., Y; A) = IAl-(‘+“)‘21’p( p)eb’lcA)Wi ,(V_p),t[u+CL-(p+l),2l(A) (3.5) 
forA=A’>O,Rep>>p-1)/2, and no restriction on V. In terms of the 
integral representation we have 
p+1)/211 + Z14p+1)/2e-trAZdZ 
= IAl- (Z+Y)/2rp( P)e+trAwL *(U-J1),tIY+IL-_(p+l),21(A). (3.6) 
By using (3.6) one can establish a number of results on the Whittaker 
function which will generalize the corresponding univariate results to the 
matrix-variate case. These will be stated as theorems. 
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THEOREM 3.1. For B = B ’ > 0, U = U’ > 0, M = M’ > 0, Re q 7 
( p - O/4, 
/ IX + BI 
za-(p+l)/Z 
x>u 
XIX- UI 29-(P+1)/2e-trMXdx 
= IV + BI “+4-(p+1)/21M(- (ar+9)ebtr[(B-U)Mlr~(2q) 
xw a-q,o+q-(p+l),4(% z = (U +  B)“2M(U + B)1’2. 
Proof. Consider the left side, and make the following transformations: 
Y=X-u, Z=(B+U) -l”Y( B + U)-1’2 * dZ 
= IB + uI-(p+l)/‘dy 
Then we have 
left side = e-“M’IB +  ~12~+29-(~+1)‘2 
X 
/ El 
29-(p+1)/211 +  Z,2a-(p+l)/2e-tr[M(B+U)“2Z(B+~)“21dZ 
z>o 
for Re2q 7 (p - 1)/2. N ow writing the integral by using (3.6), the result 
followsbyobservingthat(p+ v)/~=(I!+~,(v-_)/~=(Y-~,~[cL+ 
Y- (p + 1)/21= cu+q-(p+1)/4. ??
THEOREM 3.2. ForA=A’>O, B=B’>O,Re v7(p-1)/2, Re 
(1 - jl. - V) 7 0, 
/ 
x>o,x~v-(p+l)/2~x +  AI~-(P+1)/2~~tr(BX-‘)dX 
= IBlb[~-(P+l)/2ll~I’“+~[~-(p+l)/2lr P+l 
P 
--_EL-V 2 
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Proof. Consider the left side, and make the transformation X-’ = Y * 
dX=Irl- , (p+l)dY Y = Y’ > 0. Then 
left side = 
= IAl v+p-(p+l)/2 
/ 
14 (p+1)/2-v-P-(p+l)/2 
z>o 
x 11 + zy-(P+l)/2 e-tr(A- 1/*BA-'/2Z)dz_ 
Now compare the integral with (3.6) to establish the result for Re[( p + I)/2 
-u-/&+-1)/2. 
THEOREM 3.3. For A = A’ > 0, 
+ xI-ae-trAXdx = IA1a/2-(p+1)/2rp 
This follows from (3.6) by putting v = -Q + ( p + 1)/2 and /.L = ( p + 
o/2. 
THEOREM 3.4. For U = U’ > 0, 
/ x,U/Xl~“e~“XdX = lUl-a’2e-ftr”I’p W_a,2,~~_u+~p+l~,21(U). 
This follows from (3.6) after making the substitutions Y = X - U, Z = 
u-1/2yu-1/2 
THEOREM 3.5. ForRe(p-a)>(p-3)/4, A=A’>O, 
/ 
Z>OI~lh(P+1)/41z + zIa+p-(P+1)/4e-trAZdz 
= IAI-p-(P+1)/4 P+l pa+q 1 ei"AWa,p( A). 
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This follows from (3.6) by taking (Y = i( v - y) and p = +[ v + p - 
(p + 1)/a. 
THEOREM 3.6. 
a+(p+UP 
W u,a+(p+1),4( A) = IA’ rp p + 1 
( 1 
e-itrA 
2 
X 
/ II + 4 
2ae- tr AZ dZ. 
z>o 
This follows from Theorem 3.5 by replacing P with (Y + (p + 1)/4. 
By using the representation in Theorem 3.5 one can evaluate the M- 
transform of an exponential multiple of a Whittaker function, e i tr “W,, a( A). 
The M-transform of the scalar function f(X) of the real symmetric positive 
definite p X p matrix X, with respect to the parameter p, is defined as 
follows: 
M,(f) = jx=,,>lXlp-'p+1~'2f( X) dx (3.7) 
provided the integral converges. For various properties of M-transforms see 
Mathai (1993a). The M-transform of the above Whittaker function will be 
given as a theorem. 
THEOREM 3.7. For A = A’ > 0, Reck/I - a) > (p - 3)/4, 
Mp[eatTAWDllB( A)] 
1 
= 
P+l / 
IAIfl+P-(P+1)/4 
p-(Y+4 A>0 
X 
/ 
z>,Izl~-a-‘p+1)/4~z + Z(a+B-(p+1)/4e-trAZdZ 
( P+l rp P+P+T 1 r,<-a-g, -P+P+ y- ( P+l = 
rp p-a+7 
( 
P+l 
I ( 
P+l 
1, 
rp --n-p+4 
1 
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where p is such that the poles of the gammas in I’,( - (Y - p) are separated 
from those of the gammas in I’,( p + p + (p + 1)/J) and rP( p - p + 
(p + 1)/4X 
This result follows by integrating out A using a matrix-variate gamma 
integral and then integrating out 2 by using a type-2 beta integral for the 
matrix-variate case. 
Theorems 3.1-3.7 generalize the univariate results on Whittaker function 
given respectively as the following results in Gradshteyn and Ryshik (1980): p. 
320, formula 3.384(3); p. 340, 3.471(7); p. 318, 3.382(3); p. 318, 3.381(6); p. 
1060, 9.2220); p. 1060, 9.224; p. 1060, 9.223. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO STATISTICS 
Consider two independently distributed real p X p matrix-variate gamma 
random variables with the densities 
fj(Xj)dxj = ~,Xj,4.‘~“),‘e-t~Bjx,~ dX j 
I 
(4.1) 
for Xj = X! > 0, Bj = B; > 0, Bj’s free of Xj’s, Re cyj > ( p - 1)/2, j = 1,2. 
Consider th e matrix-variate random variable U = X, - X,. In the scalar case, 
that is, when p = 1, U appears in a wide variety of practical problems 
describing input-output, growth-decay, income-expenditure, and storage-con- 
sumption mechanisms; see for example Mathai (1993b). When Bj = $A,:’ 
for some Aj = A’. > 0, the density in (4.1) describes a Wishart density which 
is a fundament a;i distribution in multivariate statistical analysis. Hence a 
particular case of U covers the difference of two independently distributed 
Wishart matrices. We will examine the density of U here. The density of U 
does not seem to be available in the literature in any explicit form. Note that 
even though the eigenvalues of X, and X, are strictly positive, the eigenval- 
ues of U can be zero, negative, or positive unless X, and X, are oriented 
properly. We will consider the special case when the eigenvalues of U are 
either strictly positive (U > O), or strictly negative (U < O), that is, we will 
assume that the probability of U being either semidefinite or indefinite is 
zero. For this particular U we will work out the density here. 
The joint density of X, and X,, denoted by f< Xi, X,), is the product of 
f,< X,) and fs( X,> due to statistical independence. That is, 
f(X,, Xs)dX, dXs 
= dlX,I a~-(P+1)/21~21az-(P+1)/2e-tr(B,X,+B,X,)dx1 dx,, (4.2) 
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where 
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Consider the transformation U = X, - X, and V = X,. The Jacobian is unity, 
and the joint density of U and V, denoted by g(U, V), is given by 
g(U,V)dUdV 
= dlVl al-(P+wIV _ UI az-(p+1)/2e-trIB1V+B2(V-U)1 &j&,7. (4.4) 
The density of U, denoted by g(U), is available by integrating out V from 
(4.4). Note that when U is oriented as described above there are only two 
possible situations: U > 0, V > U and U < 0, V > 0. Let us consider these 
two situations separately. For U > 0, V > U let 
g1w = / dUJ)dV 
v>u 
= dl,>,lvl CT(P+~)/~~V _ uloz-(P+l)/2e-tr[B,V+B,(V-U)1 dv 
X 
/ IZI 
~z-(P+wI~ + 21 ~I-(P+~)/~~-~~(U’/~(B,+B,)U’/~Z] dZ 
z>o 
(4.5) 
by making the transformations Y = V - U and Z = U-‘/2YU-1/2 for fixed 
U. Compare (4.5) with (3.6) to obtain 
g#J) = dlB, + B,I- (al+a2”“rp( a2)h,( U), 
where 
h,(u) = e~trI(BI-B,)UlluI(a’1+a*)/2-(p+1)/2 
x w&q- a,),$[al+a*-(p+l),21((B1 + B2Y2W1 + B2Y2). 
(4.6) 
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Now for U < 0, V > 0 let 
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Put W = -U, SO that W = W’ > 0. Take out W, and make the transforma- 
tion Z = W-‘~2VM-1/2 for fixed W to obtain 
g&J> = &VI a,+a,-(P+l)/2e-tr(a,w) 
X 
/ 
Z>oJZla~-(~+1)‘21z + ZJ ~,-(P+l)/~e-t~W”2(B,+B2)W’/22] dz, 
w= -u. 
Now compare with (3.6) to obtain the following for W = - U: 
gz(U) = m, + &I- (al+aQ)‘2rp( a1)h2(W), 
where 
h,(W) = IWl(~l+~z)/2-(P+1)/2e~trI(B,-B,)W] 
x w~(a,-a‘),I[ul+a,-(p+l),21 ((B, + B2y2W( B, + B2y2). 
(4.7) 
Hence the density of U is given by 
c-‘h,(U), u > 0, 
dU> = c-lhz(w), w= -u>o, (4.8) 
0 elsewhere 
where h,(U) and h,(W) are given in (4.6) and (4.7) respectively, and 
c=c,+c,,with 
c1 = ju,ohI(U) dU and c2 = jw,oh2(W) dW. 
226 A. M. MATHAI AND GIORGIO PEDERZOLI 
The density in (4.8) g enerahzes the univariate case Math&l,4 of Mathai 
(1993a, p. 34); see also Mathai (1993b). 
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